Family Photography Rates

Portrait Session Rates
1 hour session for up to 6 persons at your home or a public location.
Unlimited clothing changes.
Download of low-res, non-printing, watermarked digital proofs
(No retouching - proof only for selection. Approx 30-40 images)
15 Full Resolution Edited Digital Images with Print Release (your choice).

£175

Add Ons
Studio Session				Add

£35 (1 hour)

Additional people				Add

£5 per person

Additional fully edited Images			

£16 ea

Image bundle (10 additional edited images)

£100 Total

Wall art & Large Prints				

£call

All final digital images come with a personal use/print license to allow for sharing and printing in any form.
If purchased, high resolution digital files and appropriate license will be provided as a digital download
Travel outside of Harrogate area will incur travel costs and expenses in addition to the package price.

Questions & Answers
What are your payment terms?
The session fee is due at the time of booking. Additional
people and/or studio addons must be included prior to
booking confirmation. Additional edited images, wall art,
etc can be ordered after the session.
How long in advance must I book?
You will need to book a minimum of 4 weeks in advance of
the shoot.
What if something happens and I need to reschedule?
Please phone me to re-schedule the shoot if you
encounter an emergency that will involve postponing the
shoot. Please try to give 24 hours notice, and I will be
happy to reschedule your shoot.
Who owns the photos?
Ben Jamieson Photography retains ownership and
copyright on all photos taken during the shoot. You are
granted a full “Personal Use” license for the high resolution
images you choose/purchase images, allowing you to
make prints, upload the images to personal websites etc.
You are not allowed to sell the photos, nor use them for
any commercial purposes without permission from the
photographer.
Am I obligated to buy a minimum number of prints/files?
Not at all. The session fee covers my time for the shoot
itself, the initial work on the proofs, and the included fila
images.. If you do not wish to purchase any of the images
after the session, there is no further cost. Print credits are
non-refunadable.

What should I/we wear?
Stay away from busy patterns/logos, stripes and bright
colours, and anything that distracts the eye, so your
clothes don’t attract more attention than your faces and
your photos don’t date over time. Wear something that
is comfortable for you and expresses who you are. Avoid
clothing with conspicuous logos or words.
Try to co-ordinate your clothing, you don’t have to match
but do need to compliment each other – denim is always a
good choice, with a plain coloured top. White is okay if for
an individual portrait but it can be very stark on a bright
day so make it only one option.
It’s difficult if only one person is wearing it as they will
stand out more then anyone else. Hats, necklaces,
ponchos and other accessories (books, toys, etc) can look
great in photos so please feel free to bring these along
with you.
Darker colours have a somewhat slimming effect in a
photograph. Lighter colours can have the opposite effect.
You probably want to avoid clothes that will cast a
reflective colour on your skin tone. The camera will readily
pick up this reflected colour cast and render you
somewhat off colour.
Bright reds, yellows, and oranges are common colours that
can produce a colour cast.
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